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THE INTERRELATION OF SHORT-TEKM LEACH TESTS AND
LONG-TERM LEACHING

Ed;-,ar L. Compere

Herschel W. Godbee

To be practicable, a standard leach test must permit accumulation of

sufficient data to determine material parameters (e.g^a "Figure of Merit"

or FOM) in a short time (preferably, a week or less). To be meaningful, these

FOMs must be related to long-term leaching studies which determine mass trans-

port mechanisms. These studies^carried out under a wide range of conditions

(generic studies), provide the background for interpreting short-term quality-

control-type standard leach tests. It is desirable to extend leach test results

to other sizes, longer times, other temperatures, and other leaching solutions.

Generic studies can provide the basis for such extensions. Since the leaching

behavior of varied sizes will depend on the active surface in leaching (e.g., a

lump of granulated sugar will dissolve more rapidly than rock can.' ;, extended

tests must be conducted with specimens of several sizes. Variation of rate with

external surface, or with total volume (proportional to internal surface), will

indicate which surface controls. The purpose of this paper is to provide some

insight into these complexities in interpreting leach tests."

Because a principal purpose of waste solidification is to provide a major

barrier against the release of radioactivity, lifetime release should be

relatively small. With small releases, semi-infinite approximation of the form

is sufficient. For bench specimens, radioactive decay generally can be ignored

(or data referred to a common time), but it may be necessary to account for size

and shape as described in a companion paper. For release into the environment,



decay should be taken into account until innocuous quantities remain. The only

reliable way of extrapolating in time the release from solids of arbitrary

size and shape ir» to determine mechanisms in terms of physicochemical mass trans-

post parameters, such as dissolution and diffusion coefficients, and apply them

in well-established mass transport equations. The effects of altered temperature,

salinity, pH, redox potential, etc., can be expressed in terms of effects on

these parameters, as determined from appropriate bench tests. In the early phase

of leaching (after any initial "wash off"), leach rate is frequently proportional

to the inverse square root of time, permitting an evaluation of the diffusion

coefficient involved in the release mechanism. This is reflected in the FOM of

2
the proposed ANS leaching standard. At later time, other phenomena (such as

rate of dissolution) may control releases, and the rate then becomes constant.

This is determined from tests extending over long times. It is important to

recognize that the specimen size is not indicated to affect the characteristic

time at which dissolution rate becomes dominant. These points are illustrated

in the generally useful leaching equation presented by Godbee and Wiley, which

can be expressed as

+ (bt + 2} erf (bt) + vr/ c J • (1)
F S = 2b

where

F = fraction of original material released by time t, = M/C V,

t = time since beginning of leaching, sec,

M = total amount of released material,

C = original (uniform) concentration of contained material, amount/cm3,
o

V = volume that contains material, cm3,

S = surface area involved in release, cm ,



u = dissolution rate constant, cm/sec,

b = u 2MD, sec , and

D = diffusion coefficient, cm?/sec.

Equation (1) may be rewritten to give

. (^) [ » + (i-) er£ ttt)w] + ut [i

A characteristic time constant is the reciprocal of b. At low times (bt <<1), the

first bracket of Eq. (2) equals unity and the term involving ut vanishes. At long

times (bt >>1), the first bracket vanishes and the second becomes unity. To

evaluate the dissolution rate, u, reliably using Eq. (1) or (2), leaching must

continue until values of bt approach unity.

For a radionuclide leached from solids in field exposure, the total activity

in the environment at a given time will depend on the decay constant and the

total release. The total activity of released material as of time t, A, may be

expressed as

A = a M e~Xt , ' (3)

where

a = original activity of material per unit original amount = A /M and
o o

X = radionuclide decay constant, sec

If Eqs. (2) and (3) are combined, the time of maximum activity in the environment

can be determined by differentiating the expression obtained with respect to time

and setting the result equal to zero. When diffusion controls, the maximum

released activity occurs at t = -xr- , and
• • ••• max 2 A *

1/2 o r „ -,1/2
A = a C S ~

max o eirX
- A -s- m

o V [e.Aj



When dissolution controls, this occurs at t = I/A, and
max

A = a C S ».- = A J- \ . (5)
max o • eX o V eX J

Values of D and u may be determined from values of the frequently-used

incremental leach rate, R . The use of incremental (~Jifferentinl) leach

rates can mitigate the effects of early washoff and occasional aberrant

observations. Differentiation of Eq. (1) with respect to time gives

dM _ (l>_\
dt " \7it/

Rn = -S~5 ^ = ^ ' le"bt + Orbt) 1 / 2 i 1 + e r f ( b t ) " ^ 1 ' (6 )

o

/n \ 3 / 2

n \TT t / L (7)

Values of the function f (bt) can be calculated [e.g., E(O) = 1.0; f(0.0625) =

1/2 l\l\ 1 / 2
1.5; f(1.0) = 3.5; . ..] . Thus the early values of R^t equal I-I , and

the "diffusion coefficient D and associated FOM can bo calculated. Evalua-'

1/2
tion of the variation with time of R t will ultimately permit implicit

estimation of f(bt) and thereby b, and the dissolution rate constant u.

Mass transport parameter values obtained as indicated above from such

generic tests provide the basis for calculating long-term leaching behavior

of solids provided that the characteristic mechanism is established, and

that this is not affected by changes in the solid or in the environment.
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